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CONTRACT FURNITURE · INDOOR · OUTDOOR

Table top detachable 
on both sides; can 
be stacked flat using 
stack protectors

Model TX1
Round tube

Self-closing, 
symmetrical, 
synchronised, 
convenient folding 
mechanism

Automatically self-
stabilising sliders 
for wobble-free use 
at all times

2023-01 EN

Garden tables reinvented by us!
Developed in Switzerland, manufactured in Europe

Model TX2
Square tube

Model TX3
Round tube

Model TX4
Rectangular tube



TREWA TX
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This mechanism has a symmetrical design and works both clockwise and anti-clockwise.
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Four individually closing hooks 
fitted with tension springs 
automatically ensure secure 
and wobble-free support  
profile mounting. No more 
rickety hooks and rods!

The mechanism is operated 
using pivoted levers attached 
to both sides operating 
synchronously.

Table tops can be mounted and 
removed from both sides.

All support profiles are fitted 
with stack protectors, so table 
tops can be stacked flat without 
scratching each other.

Our convenient TREWA TX folding mechanism
self-closing, synchronised, symmetrical, elegant, robust

The closed box made from 
durable stainless die-cast zinc 
minimises the risk of injuries 
and actually looks great, too!

Our convenient TREWA TX
 folding mechanism operating principle

Original posi-
tion: pivoted 
lever pointing 
downwards, both 
hooks closed

Turn pivoted 
lever to the left 
to open the left 
hook

Turn pivoted 
lever upwards 
to open both 
hooks

The support 
profile can be 
mounted in a 
vertical position 
from the left or 
right.

Turn pivoted 
lever downwards 
to close both 
hooks

The support 
profile is 
already safely 
retained

Flip table top down; the spring-loaded hooks will click 
into place automatically. Support profile and hence 
also the table top are now held in place in a wobb-
le-free and secure manner.

Turn pivoted lever to the left to open the left hook.

The table top 
can be flipped 
upwards to the 
right, but does 
not unhook itself.

Turn pivoted 
lever upwards 
to open both 
hooks.

The table top 
can now be re-
moved vertically.
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The our TREWA T1 and T2 table models are fitted with automatically self-stabilising 
sliders. These adjust to any uneven surface within seconds and ensure tables never 
wobble. And you will never have to level them manually again.

Our TREWA TF fixed support brackets
simple, inexpensive, elegant, robust

Our self-stabilising “autolevel” feet
Always automatically ensure a wobble-free footing

You don’t always need a folding mechanism. Instead of using our TX folding mecha-
nism, you can also fit fixed TF support brackets which are also suitable for use with our 
table tops. This saves money and allows you to combine folding and fixed tables in an 
identical design on the same premises.

Table tops can still be removed by taking out the 4 hexagon headscrews, while the 
support brackets remain fixed to the table top.

Our TREWA T table frame series
versatile, attractive, durable, robust

Model T1  
Made from round tube with slightly angled feet.

Our fully integrated and self-stabilising “autolevel” 
sliders are supplied as standard.

Our new TREWA table frame series “T” consists of 4 basic models; 2 each made from 
round or angular tubes. All frames are manufactured from stainless steel throughout. 
Surfaces can be supplied either in a brushed stainless steel variation or in 4 standard 
colours. All frames can either be fitted with our convenient TREWA TX folding mecha-
nism or TREWA TF fixed supporting brackets.

Model T2 
Made from square tube with slightly angled feet.

Our fully integrated and self-stabilising “autolevel” 
sliders are supplied as standard.

Model T3 
Made from round tube with horizontal feet.
Manual levelling sliders are supplied as standard.

There are no “autolevel” sliders for this model.

Model T4 
Made from rectangular tube with horizontal feet. 
Manual levelling sliders are supplied as standard.

There are no “autolevel” sliders for this model.
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Our TREWA T1 outdoor tables
Round tube with angled feet and “autolevel” sliders

Our TREWA T2 outdoor tables
Square tube with angled feet and “autolevel” sliders

Item Number Description

2341.208FN
2341.208XN

2341.208SFN
2341.208SXN

2341.211FN
2341.211XN

2341.211SFN
2341.211SXN

2341.216FN
2341.216XN

2341.216SFN
2341.216SXN

2341.367F
2341.367X

2341.367SF
2341.367SX

2341.467FN
2341.467XN

2341.467SFN
2341.467SXN

2341.568FN
2341.568XN

Outdoor table frame TF1 80 cm autolevel 
Outdoor folding table frame TX1 80 cm autolevel

Outdoor standing table frame TF1 80 cm autolevel 
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX1 80 cm autolevel

Outdoor table frame TF1 110 cm autolevel 
Outdoor folding table frame TX1 110 cm autolevel

Outdoor standing table frame TF1 110 cm autolevel 
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX1 110 cm autolevel

Outdoor table frame TF1 160 cm autolevel 
Outdoor folding table frame TX1 160 cm autolevel

Outdoor standing table frame TF1 160 cm autolevel 
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX1 160 cm autolevel

Outdoor table frame TF1 three-legged Ø 67 cm 
Outdoor folding table frame TX1 three-legged Ø 67 cm
 
Fixed sliders are supplied as standard

Outdoor standing table frame TF1 three-legged Ø 67 cm 
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX1 three-legged Ø 67 cm 

Fixed sliders are supplied as standard

Outdoor table frame TF1 four-legged 67 x 67 cm autolevel 
Outdoor folding table frame TX1 four-legged 67 x 67 cm autolevel

Outdoor standing table frame TF1 four-legged 67 x 67 cm autolevel                                                                        
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX1 four-legged 67 x 67 cm autolevel

Outdoor table frame TF1 five-legged Ø 68 cm autolevel 
Outdoor folding table frame TX1 five-legged Ø 68 cm autolevel

Item Number Description

2342.208FN
2342.208XN

2342.208SFN
2342.208SXN

2342.211FN
2342.211XN

2342.211SFN
2342.211SXN

2342.216FN
2342.216XN

2342.216SFN
2342.216SXN

2342.467FN
2342.467XN

2342.467SFN
2342.467SXN

Outdoor table frame TF2 80 cm autolevel 
Outdoor folding table frame TX2 80 cm autolevel

Outdoor standing table frame TF2 80 cm autolevel 
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX2 80 cm autolevel

Outdoor table frame TF2 110 cm autolevel 
Outdoor folding table frame TX2 110 cm autolevel

Outdoor standing table frame TF2 110 cm autolevel 
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX2 110 cm autolevel

Outdoor table frame TF2 160 cm autolevel 
Outdoor folding table frame TX2 160 cm autolevel

Outdoor standing table frame TF2 160 cm autolevel 
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX2 160 cm autolevel

Outdoor table frame TF2 four-legged 67 x 67 cm autolevel 
Outdoor folding table frame TX2 four-legged 67 x 67 cm autolevel

 
Outdoor standing table frame TF2 four-legged 67 x 67 cm autolevel                                                                         
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX2 four-legged 67 x 67 cm autolevel

format measurements
available table tops

format measurements
available table tops
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Item Number Description

Item Number Description

Our TREWA T3 outdoor tables
Round tube with horizontally positioned feet

Our TREWA T4 outdoor tables
Rectangular tube with horizontally positioned feet

2343.208F
2343.208X

2343.208SF
2343.208SX

2343.211F
2343.211X

2343.211SF
2343.211SX

2343.216F
2343.216X

2343.216SF
2343.216SX

2343.367F
2343.367X

2343.367SF
2343.367SX

2343.467F
2343.467X

2343.467SF
2343.467SX

2343.487F
2343.487X

2343.568F
2343.568X

2343.588

Outdoor table frame TF3 80 cm 
Outdoor folding table frame TX3 80 cm

Outdoor standing table frame TF3 80 cm
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX3 80 cm

Outdoor table frame TF3 110 cm 
Outdoor folding table frame TX3 110 cm

Outdoor standing table frame TF3 110 cm
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX3 110 cm

Outdoor table frame TF3 160 cm 
Outdoor folding table frame TX3 160 cm

Outdoor standing table frame TF3 160 cm                        
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX3 160 cm

Outdoor table frame TF3 three-legged Ø 67 cm                    
Outdoor folding table frame TX3 three-legged Ø 67 cm

Outdoor standing table frame TF3 three-legged Ø 67 cm
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX3 three-legged Ø 67 cm

Outdoor table frame TF3 four-legged 67 x 67 cm                
Outdoor folding table frame TX3 four-legged 67 x 67 cm

Outdoor standing table frame TF3 four-legged 67 x 67 cm             
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX3 four-legged 67 x 67 cm

Outdoor table frame TF3 four-legged 87 x 87 cm                
Outdoor folding table frame TX3 four-legged 87 x 87 cm

Outdoor table frame TF3 five-legged Ø 68 cm                    
Outdoor folding table frame TX3 five-legged Ø 68 cm

Outdoor table frame TF3 five-legged Ø 88 cm

2344.208F
2344.208X

2344.208SF
2344.208SX

2344.211F
2344.211X

2344.211SF
2344.211SX

2344.216F
2344.216X

2344.216SF
2344.216SX

2344.467F
2344.467X

2344.467SF
2344.467SX

2344.487F
2344.487X

Outdoor table frame TF4 80 cm 
Outdoor folding table frame TX4 80 cm

Outdoor standing table frame TF4 80 cm                           
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX4 80 cm

Outdoor table frame TF4 110 cm 
Outdoor folding table frame TX4 110 cm

Outdoor standing table frame TF4 110 cm                         
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX4 110 cm

Outdoor table frame TF4 160 cm 
Outdoor folding table frame TX4 160 cm

Outdoor standing table frame TF4 160 cm                         
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX4 160 cm

Outdoor table frame TF4 four-legged 67 x 67 cm                
Outdoor folding table frame TX4 four-legged 67 x 67 cm

Outdoor standing table frame TF4 four-legged 67 x 67 cm             
Outdoor standing folding table frame TX4 four-legged 67 x 67 cm

Outdoor table frame TF4 four-legged 87 x 87 cm                
Outdoor folding table frame TX4 four-legged 87 x 87 cm

format measurements
available table tops

format measurements
available table tops



Our TREWA   top HPL table tops
versatile, weatherproof, easy-care, attractive, durable

TREWA T

Our outdoor table tops made of high-pressure laminate are 12 mm thick, weatherproof, 
easy to care for and have an attractive structure. 

Here you can see the contemporary decors from our standard range.
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Our TREWA T frame surfaces
attractive, weatherproof, easy-care, durable

Our TREWA T table frames are offered with a brushed stainless steel surface (also 
called satin-finished) as well as a paint finish in 4 standard colours.

Brushed stainless steel Anthrazit RAL 7021

Silver RAL 9006 Iron grey RAL 9007 White RAL 9010

This page shows table tops 
with Cemento décor

The extended TREWA warranty!
- extensive, generous, fair -

Our TREWA T outdoor tables are products of the highest quality. For this reason, 
they are covered by an extended 5 year warranty. This includes all parts except for 
gliders and stack protectors, which are considered consumables. Our warranty 
therefore covers the complete table frame, the TX folding mechanism or fixed 
TF support brackets and the table top. Further information on our warranty can be 
found on our homepage www.trewa.com.

Edge profile

Standard 

1/1 mm 45° chamfered edge profiles with a 5 mm corner radius

This edge profile is used as standard for all décors and surfaces.

Venezia

Cemento

Ardesia

Corten

Country Wood

Old Wood

Smoky Wood
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Sales via the specialised trade

Indoor – cast iron table bases Indoor – steel and stainless steel table bases Indoor – table frames

Indoor – folding table frames Indoor – table tops Indoor – bar stools

Indoor – coat stands Outdoor – table frames Outdoor – table tops HPL

CONTRACT FURNITURE · INDOOR · OUTDOOR

Here you can find a brief summary of all products we offer in addition 
to our outdoor tables shown in this catalogue.

info@trewa.com
www.trewa.com

TREWA AG
Industriestrasse 36
CH-9400 Rorschach
    +41 71 511 0000

TREWA GmbH
Lohnerhofstrasse 2
D-78467 Konstanz
    +49 7531 209 5990


